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INTRODUCTION:

A unique opportunity confronts Battle Creek. If properly nurtured and supported, the
opportunity transforms the face of Battle Creek’s downtown. Moreover, it fundamentally
transforms the area’s local economy and, more particularly, adds a strong impetus for greater
human development.
In fact, the stars seem to have aligned. While two school districts on the north side of Battle
Creek’s downtown undertake extensive renovations, the Kellogg Company is poised to invest in
the downtown, and a feasibility study concludes that food science research can enjoy a re-birth in
Battle Creek, and the crisis in energy costs rewrites the urban redevelopment equation.
In 2003, the Kresge Foundation provided a $50 million grant to fund and maintain a three mile
River Walk pathway through downtown Detroit along the Detroit River. The scope of the
project is vast, with everything from a state park to new port facilities to retail development.
In 2005, the W.K. Kellogg Foundation and Ford Foundation provided significant grants to the
River Walk project, enabling community-based planning, site development, and sustainability.
Mott Foundation provided a significant grant to downtown Flint in an effort to transform Flint’s
downtown. These precedents all herald a rising interest on the part of the foundations for their
central cities. In the case of Battle Creek, similar action by the W. K. Kellogg Foundation would
be sustained by the growth of the food science sector, a factor that is absent in the other two large
grants. There is no growth sector to sustain foundation investments in Detroit or in Flint. Food
science, however, provides sustainability for the W. K. Kellogg Foundation’s investment in
downtown Battle Creek.

Some of the development principles underlying the Detroit project involve the strategic use of
parks and open space. The concepts of open space and parks can better integrate a downtown
with, in most cases, surrounding low income neighborhoods. These concepts are being
contemplated as the Battle Creek Public Schools and St. Philip Catholic Schools are renovating
their campuses and eliminating blight on the north side of Battle Creek’s downtown. Both
projects are fortuitous to the extent they invite many opportunities for collaboration in
revitalizing neighborhoods and the city’s central business district.

The opportunity to buckle the education-renovated north side to the central business district is a
way to pursue a strategy of downtown development that links technology to development. The
link between technology and development refutes classical economic theory that growth was
limited by the factors of production such as labor and capital.
At the same time, the infrastructure that was built on the factors of production has to move to an
infrastructure built on information flows, arranged spontaneities, well planned green space, and
common facilities. The emphasis on human amenities within both education renovations and the
increasingly likely redevelopment of community fitness facilities creates an unprecedented
opportunity for total human development: healthy and educated residents.
As recommended by JB Research, the downtown is fit to be transformed by the implementation
of “lifestyle centers”, walkable developments that feature innovative lighting, retail
developments intermixed with housing and office space. We will mix the lifestyle center
concept with a Brookings strategy called walkable urbanity. These developments will utilize
progressive urban principles based upon an emerging awareness of healthy lifestyles, the
discipline of food science, and an updated infrastructure that should be conducive to the
development and attraction of young talent.
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Obviously, these principles can apply to Battle Creek’s Central Business District.
If one were to begin the siting process of a Fortune 200 company, odds are overwhelming that
the search would not begin in a rustbelt community of 50,000 in Michigan. Nor do the odds
favor ending the search in such a place.
In addition to high taxes, high crime rates, and aged housing stock, small Midwestern
communities often lack the amenities necessary to sustain and enhance the operations of a
Fortune 200 company. As an example, the closest reliable airport to Battle Creek is 56 miles
away. The closest international airport is 105 miles away.
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Moreover, these same communities often lack the critical mass to sustain a level of retail,
commercial, and cultural amenities that have become important to the so called “knowledge
worker.” With 48 million “baby-boomers” retiring in the next five years, the value of the skilled
and talented worker will be paramount to companies and to communities.

Battle Creek Unlimited (BCU) has been in existence for 36 years. Some lessons have been
learned by the organization that pioneered military base conversion strategies, international
investment, and customized on-demand worker training. The major lesson is that the economy is
changing more rapidly than any of us can truly comprehend. If we do not understand rapid
economic change, we are even harder pressed to update our structures, institutions, and processes
to achieve congruence with a new techno-economic paradigm.
In Navigating the Fiscal Crisis, “the need for pro-active efforts is discussed with the goal being
the ability to create longer-term effectiveness, efficiency, and stability. The result is a positive
difference for the organization, compared to conditions that existed before the fiscal crisis began
or that would have resulted from arbitrary actions. In contrast, reactive efforts respond to events
and aim to maintain the status quo until it is possible to restore the organization as it was before
the fiscal crisis began. The reactive approach often involves across-the-board cuts, ignoring
differences in importance and priority, failure to deal with the fundamental sources of
inefficiency and instability, denial of fiscal sustainability problems, and an organization-wide
sense that simply weathering the storm is appropriate.”
Coping with a new techno-economic paradigm conjures up the need for adaptive leadership.
Writing in the July-August, 2009 edition of the Harvard Business Review, Heifetz, Grashow,
Linsky describe the difference between current models of leadership and adaptive leadership:
“(People in authority) …will hunker down. They will try to solve the problem with short term fixes; tightened
controls, across the board cuts. They’ll default to what they know how to do in order to reduce frustration and quell
their own and others’ fears.”
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“(People who practice adaptive leadership) do not make this mistake. Instead of hunkering down, they seize the
opportunity of moments like the current one to hit the organization’s reset button. They use the turbulence of the
present to build on and bring closure to the past.”

Internally, BCU believes the situation is very serious and that fundamental change is absolutely
necessary if we are to arrest the decline of Michigan, in general, and Battle Creek, in particular.
BCU has recently attempted to foster community learning through concepts like the “Learning
District,” the fiber optic ring, and school collaboration. BCU believes it is time to hit the reset
button.

Nonetheless, Battle Creek area’s unemployment rate is a percentage point above the state
average—no small feat when one considers that 30% of the county’s economy is based on
manufacturing. Moreover, the centerpiece of BCU’s strategy, the Fort Custer Industrial Park,
continued to confound the doomsayers and swam upstream against a mighty current of regional
decline with a 3% growth rate. Obviously, the current and prolonged economic malaise will halt
that progress. Job loss will impact the city’s tax revenues from Fort Custer which have been
substantial. But it is in bad times that the seeds are best planted to take full advantage of a
recovery.

Fort Custer Industrial Park is the envy of municipalities up and down Interstate 94. The
continued development of Fort Custer is, more than ever, dependent upon a healthier, vibrant
downtown, safer modernized neighborhoods, and competitive school systems.
In 2004, BCU was instrumental in the effort to relocate the Snack Division (Keebler) of Kellogg
Company from Elmhurst, Illinois, to Battle Creek. Even though the effort was successful, BCU,
at that time, began to believe that unless better efforts were employed to stop urban deterioration
and the perception of urban deterioration, the community would be unable to attract the talent
necessary to sustain larger employers.
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The fact that Mr. Will Keith Kellogg started his company in Battle Creek and grew his wealth in
Battle Creek does not lessen the importance of the community doing everything possible to
continue to be a good location for a Fortune 500 company. Mr. Kellogg’s legacy is strong and
his impact on Battle Creek is vast, but Battle Creek also has some responsibility in a global
economy to remake itself and continuously enhance the community so that it can continue to be a
good fit for the Kellogg Company. It is easy to believe that Mr. Kellogg would share these
sentiments. In his own way and in his own time, he did everything possible, including the
establishment of a private foundation, to make Battle Creek the kind of place that could always
be home to his very successful company.

More often than not, in the global economy, being a home to successful employers mandates the
ability to develop and attract talent. Compromising this ability is a relentless and continuing
process of urban deterioration. As an example, the appearance of homeless people in abundance
in a downtown is not unusual, but other communities have employed strategies that fill
downtowns with other people, enough so that a presence of homeless is diluted and deemphasized. Battle Creek has the homeless; it does not have the “other” people.
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With all this in mind, as background to the problem and opportunity, the Kellogg Company
currently operates a significant research facility in downtown Battle Creek. The work of the
W.K. Kellogg Institute (WKKI) has been sufficiently successful as to necessitate a major
expansion of the facility. Moreover, the expansion provides an opportunity to redeploy Kellogg
facilities to grow a global corporate culture.
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND THE OPPORTUNITY:
Expansion of WKKI is consistent with the community’s goal of revitalizing and enhancing the
central business district from a former manufacturing oriented downtown, based on hydroelectric
power and a convergence of railroads, to a new community central business district that can be
nurtured by research, mixed-use developments, information technology, niche retail, cleanliness
and safety, and an innovative theme or brand that provides a marketing sizzle to the project area.
Again, the infrastructure built on the factors of production must be transformed to an
infrastructure that is built upon information, knowledge, and change.
Corporate leadership is understandably concerned about committing resources to areas, which,
despite gargantuan efforts, continue to manifest signs of deterioration. Investments and
expenditures by the City of Battle Creek, the Downtown Development Authority, and others
have not arrested the decline to the extent that a profit making institution with global needs will
be comfortable making more investments.

Nonetheless, significant community employers, such as the Federal Center, must be given a
futuristic rationale that provides a high level of confidence and justification that not only will
investment dollars be well spent in expanded facilities, but that the surrounding environs will
complement and enhance the community’s capabilities to support Battle Creek’s major
employers in attracting the best minds to their respective institutions.
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A PROPOSED CHANGE IN STRATEGIES TO REALIZE GROWTH:
A traditional strategy within the economic development toolbox is to promote growth through
social mobility. The rapid growth in areas like Phoenix, Arizona, now the nation’s fifth largest
city, has been social mobility growth—people leaving cold weather climates, people migrating to
friendlier retirement climates, companies migrating to non-union areas, and so on.
Social mobility strategies have served communities well in the southern and western United
States. Midwestern communities, unless they possess very unique or niche assets, are faring
very poorly with such strategies.
A nontraditional strategy that has gained some traction in the northern cities is innovation
inspired growth. It may be cold in Massachusetts, but that does not prevent hundreds of young
people from flooding the streets of Cambridge. The same may be said for Boise and
Minneapolis. Innovation based growth has driven the favorable situation emerging in
Naperville, Illinois.
The prospect of some major investments in research and development allows Battle Creek to
develop its own version of this strategy for growth: that of innovation based growth. If Battle
Creek can stake a claim to being a center for food safety research by inducing this investment
and collaborating to attract complementary research investments, the strategy becomes very
effective.
Moreover, it complements and enhances the renovation strategies being implemented by two
adjacent school districts. This is important because it transforms the downtown to a totally
different entity, an area where people gather, people work, and people learn.
Fueling the different strategy is part of a huge opportunity brought on by the accelerating cost of
energy. Now, the economics of the marketplace will significantly alter the equation toward
downtown residential, making it an essential part of mixed-use strategies. Consider the
following:
1. The gas price helped pop the housing bubble. Growth in housing prices and housing
development was fueled by low and stable gas prices from 1990 through 2004. In early
2004, in inflation adjusted terms, gas prices were lower than they had been in 1990.
2. The new calculus of higher gas prices may have permanently reshaped urban markets.
With higher gas prices, consumer interest and market potential lie in developing and
redeveloping neighborhoods closer to the urban core. This trend will lower vehicle miles
traveled, reduce spending on energy, and stimulate local economies. This is a compelling
opportunity for urban redevelopment at the core and is compatible with the concept of
urban walkability.
The rise in gas prices from less than $1.10 in early 2002 to recently more than $4.00 in 2007 has
dealt a major blow to consumer purchasing power and weighs heavily on those metropolitan
areas where people tend to commute to their jobs via the automobile. Interestingly, the
apartment complexes that surround Fort Custer Industrial Park have gone from discounting
“move-in” prices to waiting lists. This trend is real and it will create colossal impetus for the
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downtown we envision. Nobody believes the current respite in energy prices will last forever.
THE WORK OF THE CONSULTANT:
To test the vision, BCU employed JB Research Company (credentials are attached as Exhibit A)
of Ojai, California. JB Research is part of the Southern California Disney Cluster and is known
for rather blunt commentary about ideas and development concepts. In fact, JB Research
conducted an assessment of Battle Creek’s tourist assets about eight years ago.

JB Research held a day and a half charrette in Battle Creek after two weeks researching and data
mining the area market. Their conclusion: the project was feasible. Moreover, the consultant
established a development area of the downtown that would best serve the food science
deployment. The following standards emerged:
Thematic: research and science, food, education, youth, and families
Size of project area: 20-30 acres in Battle Creek’s Central Business District
Name of Project Area: Capitalize on a “Michigan Avenue” brand.
Theoretical Underpinning: “Walkable Urbanity”, a concept designed by the Brookings
Institution to serve as a model for downtown, private, public, education and research.
Conclusion of the Consultant: This can be done, but many behaviors will have to change and
there will need to be a champion for the project.
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WKKI Project Area
• Knowledge Flow

A number of possibilities were analyzed and they will be discussed within this proposal.
In short, we have a rare opportunity for Battle Creek to finally bid adieu to a rustbelt past and the
embrace of legacy practices, and to jump forward into a sustainable, high technology, qualitative
future.

This adaptation will take place in a project area that will form the foundation for a 21st Century
walkable urbanity.
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Walkable Urbanity:
Walkable urbanity is a term that originated in the Metropolitan Policy Program at the
Brookings Institution. Recognizing that any urban concept is not a “one size fits all” application,
approaches must be customized based upon unique physical conditions, institutional assets,
consumer demand, history, and civic intent.

In the history of cities, human beings have generally been willing to walk about 1,800 feet before
they begin to look for another form of transportation. The modern exception to this rule of
urbanity is humans will walk more than 1,800 feet if they have an interesting, clean and safe
streetscape—a combination of sights, sounds, even smells that can enable a pedestrian to enjoy
commerce and an interesting mix of people.
Walkable urbanity requires mixed use development—an almost bewildering mix of overnight
accommodations, retail, condominiums, education, entertainment, office space, restaurants, and
culture. These different uses often come together in new physical developments called “lifestyle
centers.”
The way we can realize a niche in walkable urbanity is to leverage food science investments with
dramatically enhanced assets so that a prospective young researcher will want to come to work in
the Food Science cluster in downtown Battle Creek.
The activity that was to have been generated by the presence of WMU in Battle Creek’s
downtown has been unfulfilled because of a university reluctance to fully utilize the Kendall
Center and because the community has failed to find ways to attract students to the downtown.
Several avenues are now available to correct the deficiency in strategy.
In order to operationalize a walkable urbanity, there must be a radical public and private
commitment to walkable streets, sidewalks, even pathways, shared use parking structures,
culture, entertainment, the absolute highest commitment to cleanliness and safety, as well as
aggressive youth programming.
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While many in Michigan, and in Battle Creek, are quick to decry the loss of our talented and
educated youth to other regions of the country, we have also been unwilling to jettison “rustbelt”
structures, organizations, and processes. While these organizations, structures, and processes
continue to give “baby-boomers” levels of stability and comfort, our fast moving highly educated
youth find them to be gray, boring, and even depressing. Imaginative walkable urbanity would
change that. In the case of Battle Creek, walkable urbanity must change our city.
Mixed use development underlined by a pronounced strategic competency in food science
research can give young researchers a reason to come to Battle Creek. The purpose of this
project is to make Battle Creek THE PLACE to go for certain kinds of food science research. In
so doing, the strategy of innovation inspired growth is implemented as a new approach for Battle
Creek. In reality, however, C.W. Post and the Kellogg brothers implemented the first strategy of
innovation inspired growth. It worked back then.
In fact, we should look at the project area as the beginning of a new community. Changes within
the project area must push out in all directions until the community finds a fundamental
transformation.
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THE WORK OF THE PROJECT AREA: IMPLEMENTING WALKABLE URBANITY:
JB Research concluded the project was feasible, but that there would have to be extensive
redevelopment of a portion of McCamly and Hamblin Avenues.
Quote from Jill Bensley:
In 2003, the International Council of Shopping Centers conducted a study to determine
how much people spend during the day and after work near their place of employment.
The total average expenditure per employee by category, including those who spent
nothing, was as follows for people working in a downtown with limited retail and food
and beverage offerings:
Merchandise
Groceries
Lunch
Drinks and Food after work

$56 per week, $2,912 annual
$40 per week, $2,080 annual
$25 per week, $1,300 annual
$13 per week, $ 676 annual

Translating this into annual potential sales yields the following gross annual square
footage supportable from downtown employees:
Merchandise
Groceries
Lunch
Drinks and food after work

$2,912 x 35,000 = $102 million / $350 psf = $291,000
$2,080 x 35,000 = $73 million / $400 psf = $183,000
$1,300 x 35,000 = $46 million / $350 psf = $130,000
$676 x 35,000 = $24 million / $350 psf = $68,000

Combining the square footage supportable, it is apparent that gross demand exists for
approximately 300,000 square feet of retail, 180,000 square feet of grocery and 200,000
square feet of restaurant and bars in downtown Battle Creek if there were something
offered. Of course, this does not take into account the existing stores and restaurants and
other food service downtown. Still, it is a dramatic indication of LATENT DEMAND
for these types of goods and services should they be offered in an attractive and
welcoming configuration in downtown Battle Creek.
Bensley’s analysis considered a three mile radius, but there is already considerable purchasing
power in the central business district. It is expected that the transformational approach will
attract the indigenous purchasing power of the 1,800 information technology specialists at the
Federal Center, as an example.
While there is indigenous purchasing power, BCU asked Nielson/Claritas to measure the
attraction to retail operations should the Kellogg Company locate all of their administrative
operations in a campus-like setting across McCamly or Jackson. Nielson/Claritas has identified,
by name, the companies that would be interested in a retail presence, should this kind of
purchasing power be concentrated.
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THE ELEMENTS OF THE NEW PROJECT AREA:
Renovation of Battle Creek Public Schools and St. Philip Catholic School adjacent to the
central business district: BCU has been involved in the renovation of the campus of the Battle
Creek Public Schools and St. Philip Catholic Schools. Both renovations make it possible to
create sharing arrangements in advanced math and science, fine arts, and athletic facilities.
National Center for Food Protection: BCU has identified a research opportunity within the
project area that searches out innovations in food science including, but not limited to, new
highly nutritious foods capable of feeding a burgeoning world population, produced amidst
significant climate change, food chain defense systems, sensory technology, and a
classification/cataloguing paradigm capable of keeping pace with the acceleration of food
ingredients produced by the globalization of food processing systems. Also, Homeland Security
elements should be a central force in food defense systems. To that end, BCU has completed an
agreement to base the Michigan Homeland Security Consortium in Battle Creek. On January 10,
2008, an ideation session consisting of FDA personnel, university researchers, and food
processing companies was held to map out a research program. Subsequent meetings were held
with Coca-Cola, Frito-Lay, Covance, Gerber, Heinz, and Sara Lee, and a planning and feasibility
study has resulted in BCU’s establishment of the National Center for Food Protection and the
International Food Protection Training Institute in Battle Creek.
The National Center for Food Protection (NCFP) is a unique, market-driven, public-private
collaboration focused on testing, training, and technology development involving food protection
strategies and systems. The Center is the result of a W.K. Kellogg Foundation-sponsored study
of the feasibility for a national center for food protection and applied research which included
input from the office of the Governor of Michigan, FDA, national food protection associations
such as the Association of Food and Drug Officials (AFDO), a number of global food
companies, and a leading global food testing organization. Located in Battle Creek, the NCFP
will be home to three distinct, yet inter-related activities: a for-profit Food Testing Center of
Excellence which is expected to be operated by an industry leading, global food and dietary
supplement testing company; the International Food Protection Training Institute which will
offer a first-in-class, career-spanning certified curriculum for state and local food protection
professionals developed and implemented by AFDO; and an Emerging Technology
Accelerator (ETA) which will be a public-private initiative focusing on the development of
novel food protection technologies, with an initial focus on a potentially game-changing
technology developed by Michigan Aerospace Corporation to (1) rapidly detect food pathogens
and process-formed toxicants, and (2) real-time detection of special nuclear materials. The last
section (titled “National Center for Food Protection”) of this document contains greater detail
and rationale for the development of this Center and its three functions.
Emerging Technology Accelerator – Food Sciences: A business development initiative needs
to accompany the research piece. WKKI, in an expanded state, will produce new food and food
related technology. Some of this technology will conform to the Kellogg Company’s products of
the future. Some of the new technology would be strategically advantageous to the company’s
future, but not produced directly by the company. Another aspect of technology will be
innovative by-products of deliberate company inquiry, but may not have any relationship to the
company’s products of the future. It is in the latter two categories the National Center for Food
Protection’s Emerging Technology Accelerator can work to facilitate commercialization of new
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products, processes, and services. The food science incubator will provide frictionless
commercialization services for research emanating from WKKI and the stand alone research
center.
The rationale for existence is based upon the willingness of the parties to share technology and
research. The mission of the entity would be facilitating the movement of technology from
research to market. Educational opportunities abound as students have played meaningful
participatory roles in applied research (Fresno).
Heightened Presence of Western Michigan University in the Kendall Center: BCU has met
with WMU President John Dunn to correct the negative situation occasioned by the significant
underutilization of the Kendall Center. The original intention was to attract a youthful
dynamism to the downtown, but it never happened. With two new Battle Creek faces on the
WMU Board of Trustees, the pressure for the university to make full use of its off campus
programs in Battle Creek will be there. Dr. Dunn has committed to a new MBA curriculum in
the Kendall Center and also to transfer many of the ground school aviation classes as well. BCU
is exploring ways to attract students from the aviation college to the downtown via reliable and
regular transportation. It should be easy for a student, in between classes, to circulate through
downtown amenities. Moreover, WMU has committed to support the food protection research
project. It is very likely that the center will be the main facility for the training of food safety
inspectors.
Heightened Presence of other Universities in the Downtown Mix: Battle Creek Unlimited
has solicited the support and participation of institutions of higher learning. Michigan
Technological University has expressed an interest in the spectography research for food safety.
Lake Superior State has expressed an interest in providing students seeking to earn degrees in
Forensic Chemistry. Michigan State University is world respected for research in food and
agricultural systems. Albion College has expressed an interest. Albion has a Dow funded $10
million testing lab on campus.
Downtown Residential as part of a Mixed Use Development: Two downtown residential
projects are underway. BCU has assembled three buildings at the west end of Michigan Avenue
and is promoting them to private developers for residential or mixed-use redevelopment while
the Hinman Company has experienced success with apartments in the BC Tower. Knowing that
the Kellogg Company, the Federal Center, and the Kellogg Foundation employ approximately
forty interns per year, there should be an effort on the part of all parties to concentrate the interns
in the downtown. As downtowns deindustrialize, for all the tragic dislocation the process has
caused, people are relocating to the urban areas because they are increasingly bereft of the noise
and grime that accompanied 19th and 20th Century downtown manufacturing.
Battle Creek Math and Science (M/S) Center: One of Battle Creek’s best kept secrets is its
outstanding Math and Science Center. BCU is working with Battle Creek Public Schools, the
M/S Center and area educators to explore enhancement of the delivery of Science, Technology,
Engineering and Math (STEM) education for all school systems in Calhoun County.
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This discovery process will look at enhanced STEM programming, facility and equipment &
technology requirements, and the costs and feasibility of expanding the Math & Science Center
in its existing location or a potential relocation to the former KCCUSA building downtown.
Major goals for this process include:
•

Enhancing curricula to offer the best possible STEM education throughout county-wide
educational systems.

•

Providing K-12 students in Calhoun County with the latest technology in the delivery of
STEM education.

•

Strengthening all school districts’ delivery of STEM education from Kindergarten through
12th grade.

•

Expanding student interest and participation in STEM education and careers.

•

Breaking poverty cycles and rescuing “at-risk” students through nontraditional delivery of
STEM education.

The M/S Center should stand as a signature asset, testimony to the community’s high
commitment to advanced education. Proximity and connectivity to the research institutions
would enable cooperative learning ventures, internships, and other relationships that will
enhance the math and science output of the M/S Center. Presumably, the Legacy Scholars
Program could be, in part, re-tooled to provide financial assistance to students entering food
science careers.
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A feasibility study was completed in September of 2009 which concludes that relocation to
Cereal City USA was the best option for the optimization and expansion of the program, if only,
because the recommended facility is decades younger and will require less maintenance
investment going forward.
The McCamly Plaza Hotel is currently being renovated. Among the assets is a new high
technology meeting area located on the top floor. The ground floor plaza area hosts the largest
Starbucks outlet in Michigan. Walkable urbanity can be enhanced if there is careful thought
given to the mix of institutions. It should be the pathway of business, educational, and research
institutions and the deployment should be a crucial, central element in an atmosphere of arranged
spontaneity.
Speaking of hotels, JB Research concluded that a 35-40 room boutique hotel would be a good
addition to the mixed use. BCU believes the speculators have overbuilt hotel/motel space in
anticipation of the casino. Additionally, the casino has begun to discuss the option of building a
hotel on site.
The theme of community health can be reinforced through the possible joint collaboration of the
Family Y Center and Full Blast. Combining the two facilities in Full Blast can culminate in a
state of the art fitness center which can be used by downtown workers, students, visitors, and
community residents. A major challenge in pursuit of a downtown facility is the eventual
utilization of the current Y Center facility. BCU would be strongly opposed to any relocation
out of the facility that did not include a constructive reuse of the current building.
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REVERSING URBAN DETERIORATION, ELIMINATING BLIGHT, AND
PROMOTING POVERTY REDUCTION:
Character: In order to realize the potential benefits of fundamental change, the character of the
project must be different than anything we have tried previously. The boundaries of the project
area need to reflect density ratios that make the highest and best use of available properties and
buildings. JB Research recommends a theme involving research and science, food, education,
youth, and families.

Public Infrastructure: The new challenge will encompass the project area’s walking urbanity
which will necessitate an extreme emphasis on cleanliness and public safety. Even so, new
forms of winter resistant transportation and walking paths are needed to facilitate an all weather
working and playing environment. Small parks, green space, and the application of new green
technologies should dramatically enhance the efficiency and appeal of the walking urbanity
strategy. Pedestrian walkways should be installed along predominant pedestrian pathways.
With one of Michigan’s premier bicycle retail outlets already in the downtown, the public
infrastructure needs to be upgraded to account for increased bicycle commuting and recreational
bicycle use on the linear park. This must include tasteful bicycle rack deployment for the
convenience of commuters and recreational bicycle riders. The possible linkage of the linear
park to any National or State Trail system needs to be flushed out for possible grant
opportunities.
The gateway to the downtown and the project area is the Sojourner Truth Memorial Parkway
(M-66). In order to beautify the approach to the gateway, it is vitally necessary to screen
Franklin Iron and Metal and clean up the immediate neighborhood. Currently this area is a
poster child for crime and deterioration. The east entrance to the project area is already being
renovated by the new I-94 Business loop project. Complementary developments should take
place.
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JB Research recommended that BCU seek to capitalize a land and building acquisition fund that
would enable the acquisition of land and buildings, including downtown storefronts for
demolition or re-use. The bottom line of the activity is to eliminate the blight caused by vacant
buildings and storefronts. Properties within or adjacent to the project area can be acquired for
food science start-ups graduating from the incubator or businesses from the outside attracted to
the area because of the new activity. BCU’s acquisition policy is as follows:
Building Acquisition Strategy:
•

Educate the Community and the Public as to comprehensive change in the downtown:
1. Seek buy-in to different strategies and approaches to downtown viability.
2. Change perceptions of downtown as being retail-driven and as not being safe.

•

Attack blight and urban deterioration:
1. Seek the removal or rehabilitation of unsightly and blighted structures in the
downtown. Improve the visibility and the property values of conscientious building
owners.
2. Pressure existing building owners to improve and enhance their properties. Elevate
the standard beyond benign neglect.
3. Improve perceptions of safety and manage future costs by removing conditions
conducive to illegality. Create a downtown climate which is order/maintenance
driven.

“Order Maintenance and the creation of law enforcement structures to support it. The guiding vision for law enforcement must be to
maintain order within each city, not to catch criminals. Creating an environment that is not conducive to illegality, rather than seeking to
punish illegal conduct, after the fact, is the key to preventing crime,” Dr. George Kelling, Rutgers University School of Criminal Justice,
and Ron Corbett, Executive Director of the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts

4. Take low cost space offline to prevent occupation by less than desirable downtown
tenants and to boost the value of well maintained downtown properties.
5. Establish a historic preservation fund at the Battle Creek Community Foundation to
enable proponents to help capitalize historic preservation activities.
•

Transform the character of the downtown to mixed use as opposed to a
disproportionate emphasis on retail:
1. Install an innovation growth strategy anchored by food safety research, as opposed to
the current obviously failing social mobility growth strategy.
2. Create a downtown events plaza to remove gray space, create green space, and reduce
the pollution emanating from the “urban effect”.
3. Position the plaza to take advantage of the river amenity, community-centric events,
and improved environmental conditions.
4. Create a management entity to manage downtown events, plaza maintenance, and
communications.
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•

Promote Downtown Transformation by Implementing Mixed Use Strategies:
1. Continue to change infrastructure to better accommodate downtown residential.
Focus on rental as opposed to ownership. Residential opportunities abound up and
down the street.
2. Utilize targeted retail development (Nielson/Claritas) to support research and
residential activities. Consider ending business incentives cash outlays and
substituting tax credits.
3. Leverage the investments being made by the Battle Creek Public Schools as well as
St. Phil’s. Utilize downtown improvements to improve and welcome educational
investments and opportunities. Blend downtown improvements into the educational
landscape. Work cooperatively for housing renovation and re-use in areas
immediately surrounding the downtown and educational facilities.
4. Promote education in the downtown by relocation of the Math/Science Center if
feasible; support any expansions of the Kendall Center, and support the initiative to
train inspectors for enhanced food safety systems. Include the development of
internships, cooperative research, and youth employment opportunities.
5. Develop and implement youth urban design possibilities to better involve area youth
in the shaping of a new urban ecology and a new urban metabolism.

The transformation plan still contemplates higher energy costs and higher overall costs in
commuting activities. The plan also calls for a “build-out” growth approach utilizing the
strategic advantage of enhanced food safety research. Giving people, particularly, younger
people, a professional reason to concentrate activities in a downtown, heightens the likelihood
that they can be a force for urban revitalization.
With energy prices climbing and a form of demographic inversion taking place, that is, people
moving back into urban areas, there is an opportunity to increase floor area ratios (FAR) from
the common figure, now, of .2 (one-story buildings with 80 percent of the parcel dedicated to
parking) to 1.3 by just adding another one to three stories, and building on some of that parking.
That involves a FAR of 1.3, which means that 50 percent of the land can remain open for parking
or plazas.
Additionally, it should be inculcated throughout the project area that there will be zero tolerance
for a lack of maintenance and cleanliness. Consideration needs to be given to the prospect of
outsourcing maintenance responsibilities to youth groups such as the Michigan Youth Challenge
Academy which has requirements of community service.
A safe, well maintained, and friendly environment is critical to the reversal of urban
deterioration. The appeal of cleanliness and safety is significant in the attraction of knowledge
workers and students to the central business district. If Battle Creek is to realize a vibrant city
center that operates 24/7, it will have to be done with something other than a clock-punching
mentality.
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PROJECT CONCEPTS:
An important aspect to the downtown renovation is community ownership and community
involvement, especially the youth of the community. BCU and the Arts and Industry Council
facilitated the first phase of youth involvement by sponsoring a contest among area schools for a
gateway design. The winning teams and students received scholarships in art education and
learning. The long term aspect of such a contest is to give youth an opportunity for urban design
initiatives in their own communities. Over three hundred entries were received.
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Another important improvement is an innovation in downtown lighting and illumination.
Stanley Electric Company, known as I I Stanley in Battle Creek, recently formed a municipal
lighting division in response to requests by Chinese municipalities to utilize Stanley light
emitting diode technology to “light up” the cities for the Olympics. In particular, a Stanley
product known as “slimsticks” shows great promise as a potential new lighting source for Battle
Creek’s downtown lighting. The LEDS contain many “green” advantages: they utilize far less
energy, require far less maintenance, and emit far fewer polluting emissions than standard
municipal lighting technology.
Slimsticks also serve the purpose of enhancing walkable urbanity. Traditional municipal lighting
projects downward, outward, and upward. Upward projection tends to obscure the sky and
overhead amenities. Slimsticks technology projects heavily downward and outward, giving the
pedestrian more illumination and removing both the perception of and hopefully the reality of
unsafe downtown conditions. The depictions, below, illustrate how this technology can
contribute to Battle Creek’s downtown transformation and literally transform the downtown to a
safe, walkable 24/7 community asset.
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NATIONAL CENTER FOR FOOD PROTECTION:
A key initiative in the transformation of Battle Creek into a Community of Innovation is the
creation of the National Center for Food Protection. The National Center for Food Protection
(“NCFP” or the “Center”) is a unique, market-driven, public-private collaboration focused on
testing, training, and technology development involving food protection strategies and systems.
The Center aims to make a significant contribution to a sustainable global food system that
provides a safe and nutritious food supply, produced and distributed in a manner that protects
health and the environment.1
Located in multiple downtown Battle Creek locations, the NCFP will be home to three distinct
activities:
•

A for-profit “Contract Research Organization” (CRO) will serve leading Michigan-based and
other regional food manufacturers with analytical chemistry, microbiological, stability, and
sensory services.

•

The “International Food Protection Training Academy” will offer a career-spanning training
curriculum for federal, state, and local food protection professionals developed and
implemented by the Association of Food & Drug Officials (AFDO), a non-profit professional
organization established in 1896 consisting of state, federal, local regulatory officials, and
industry representatives.

•

The “Emerging Technology Accelerator” (ETA) will be an industry-funded initiative
focusing on the development of novel food protection technologies, with an initial focus on
technologies that rapidly detect food pathogens and process-formed toxicants.

Significance: The importance of maintaining a safe and nutritious food supply has never been
more critical, or more difficult. Microbiologically contaminated food and water cause the deaths
of 2 million children worldwide from diarrhea (WHO). In industrialized nations, one in three
persons suffers from a food-borne disease each year (WHO). In the U.S., 76 million illnesses,
325,000 hospitalizations, and 5,000 deaths occur annually due to food pathogens (CDC); and one
out of every four Americans will develop a food-borne illness each year (CDC). In addition to
these known risks and the costs attributed thereto, presently unquantifiable risks may arise as a
result of the rapidly developing field of nanotechnology which may lead to the creation of
potential hazards through inhalation, ingestion, skin uptake, and injection of engineered
nanomaterials.2,3
1

NCFP vision adapted from W.K. Kellogg Foundation’s Food & Society’s vision statement following extensive
conversations with Foundation leadership, a number of global food companies, a leading food and dietary
supplement testing organization, the U.S. Food & Drug Administration, the Association of Food and Drug Officials,
and the office of the Governor of Michigan.
2

FDA Statement on Foodborne Illness Risk Assessment, 10/13/03; (http://www.fda.gov/default.htm).

3

Nanotoxicology: An Emerging Discipline Evolving from Studies of Ultrafine Particles. Environ Health Perspect.
2005 Jul;113(7):823‐39.
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Strategic Rationale: Today’s global food supply is a highly-complex, interdependent system
involving raw materials sourced throughout the world by local, national and multinational food
manufacturers producing or having produced processed foods which are widely distributed
through an effective yet complicated distribution system. Risk mitigation strategies are costly
and system-wide adoption is problematic.4 While generally safe, the continuing globalization of
the world’s food supply makes it increasingly susceptible to unintentional contamination, as well
as intentional acts of profit-motivated adulteration or terrorist acts involving a variety of
chemical and biological organisms.
To address these risks and meet the needs of industry and consumers, the NCFP will focus on
testing, training, and technology development involving food protection strategies and systems.
Critical to the Center’s success in delivering near-term, tangible solutions to mission-critical
food protection risk management opportunities to industry and consumers which are not
currently offered by or realized from university-based Centers will be:
•

The deployment of a strategic approach to setting vision, goals and objectives;

•

The financial and leadership support from the public and private partners; and

•

The collaboration of the FDA, AFDO, and the food industry to develop and deliver
innovative and comprehensive food protection training curricula.

Investment: The investment necessary to establish the NCFP is $17 million, is allocated as
follows:
$10M Food Testing Center of Excellence: Supports ~50% of estimated property acquisition
and required laboratory conversion costs necessary to attract world-class food testing
operator.
$5M

International Food Protection Training Academy: Seeds development of first-in-class,
career-spanning training curriculum for federal, state, and local food protection
professionals developed and implemented by AFDO in collaboration and cooperation
with FDA.

$2M

Emerging Technology Accelerator: Seeds development of potential game-changing
technology developed by Michigan Aerospace Corporation; supports ETA model for
future potential investment in food protection technologies by food industry and venture
capital investors.

4

National Center for Food Protection and Defense. “Finding the Right Playground and the Perfect Toy.” Dr. Mary
Torrence; USDA. Proceedings of the Institute of Food Technologists’ First Annual Food Protection and Defense
Conference; November 3‐4, 2005.
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The Center:
Food Testing Center of Excellence: A for-profit “Contract Research Organization” (CRO) is
expected to be operated by (new venture), a leader in food and dietary supplement testing for
more than 60 years. This CRO will serve leading Michigan-based and other regional food
manufacturers with analytical chemistry, microbiological, stability, and sensory services. The
CRO is expected to occupy the SEMCO building, a 25,000 sq. ft. building located on Hamblin
Road across the street from the W.K. Kellogg Institute. The new venture expects to create at
least 80 new jobs through this effort; more as its growth warrants.
Factors critical to the success of the Food Testing Center of Excellence include: the availability
of an MEDC incentive package to support expansion of new company operations in Battle
Creek; Foundation support to acquire and build out facilities/sites; and the revitalization of the
downtown Battle Creek infrastructure as proposed herein.
International Food Protection Training Academy: The “Academy” will offer a careerspanning training curriculum for federal, state, and local food protection professionals developed
and implemented by The Association of Food and Drug Officials (AFDO). AFDO, established
in 1896, is the premiere professional organization for regulatory food, drug and medical device
officials from local, state and federal agencies with a solid record of accomplishment. The
organization actively works to improve and protect the nations’ health and safety and to further
the concepts of uniform and rational regulation. As such, AFDO has become a recognized voice
in determining and shaping the national policies that affect all public health stakeholders.
Importantly, the consensus that AFDO develops is essential to advancing uniform laws,
regulations and guidelines that result in more efficient regulation and less confusion among
industry in the marketplace.
At the recently-concluded “50 state meeting” of FDA, federal, state and local food protection
officials, a meeting last held in 1998 and which this year addressed the challenges of ensuring
food is safe and secure, the concept of an "international food safety training center” received
strong and enthusiastic support. A formal endorsement of, and commitment to the NCFP has
been approved by AFDO, the Association of Food and Drug Officials. This first-in-class training
program is the critical need for highly trained food protection professionals who conduct the bulk
of the food safety work performed in this country and the increasing demand of federal
regulators for greater collaboration with state and local food protection officials in order to meet
the growing complexities of a global food supply.
The career-spanning food protection training curriculum that will be delivered via distancelearning as well as on-site in Battle Creek venues and will be made available to thousands of
food protection professionals in this country as well as internationally. Under AFDO’s
leadership, the Academy’s training goals include:
1. To provide standardized training (core, advanced, and leadership) to food protection
professionals in order to leverage resources at all levels of government to assure protection of
the food supply.
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2. To develop unique programs and create new opportunities for cross-cutting professional
experience to assist food protection agencies and the food industry in meeting safe and
defensive food goals.
3. Promote cooperative integration of advanced technical knowledge throughout the food
supply chain.
4. To oversee the promotion, attainment, and advancement of uniform standards supporting a
national, integrated food protection system in order to build domestic capacity to protect
people.
5. To assist domestic and international agencies and industries in the advancement of food
protection and food security strategies impacting the most vulnerable populations –
especially children.
Emerging Technology Accelerator: The ETA will focus on the development of novel food
protection technologies, with an initial focus on technologies that rapidly detect food pathogens
and process-formed toxicants. Patterned after Accelerator Corporation
(www.accleratorcorp.com), ultimately, the ETA will be an industry-funded initiative, following
an initial public-private funding collaboration to seed the creation of this unique endeavor.
Technologies created through the ETA’s efforts will be characterized as:
•

Innovative technologies that are based on new insights and novel approaches that enable the
development of innovative products.

•

Disruptive technologies that enable a paradigm shift in food protection.

•

Transformational approaches that have the potential to transform food protection rather than
incremental improvements to existing food safety approaches.

The technologies will be managed as milestone-driven programs designed to advance novel food
protection technologies rapidly from proof-of-concept to beta development to market. In
aggregate, the ETA is targeted to invest up to $25 million in cutting edge technologies. Critical
to the success of the ETA will be the availability of core facilities infrastructure start-up costs
provided by Battle Creek Unlimited and technology development/company formation capital
provided by food industry investors.
Expected Lead Technology: The ETA’s lead technology platform is expected to be based on a
unique technology developed Michigan Aerospace Corporation (MAC), an Ann Arbor, MI-based
private research and development engineering company focused on developing technology for
the aerospace, defense, homeland security and medical industries.
Current methods of detecting food-borne pathogens take a number of hours or even days and use
highly skilled analysts. One of MAC’s technologies (presently known as CBSI for Chem/BioSpectral Instrument) is envisioned to detect food-borne pathogens in much less time without
highly skilled analysts. The problem is imposing; the medical and economic cost in the US
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related to the three top pathogens (E. coli, salmonella and listeria) is nearly $3.7 billion. The cost
to the food industry is also very high due to product recalls and losing brand name recognition.
Technologies to detect bacteria (E-coli, listeria, etc.) and other toxic substances are largely
utilized by labs that are specific to food testing.
Optical techniques (e.g., laser-induced fluorescence, Raman spectroscopy) lend themselves well
to in-line monitoring and have yielded promising beta test results for the detection of pesticides,
chemicals and prohibited materials.
Michigan Aerospace has completed the fabrication and assembly of a prototype CBSI to measure
the spectral signatures and cross sections of biological stimulants and agents. The CBSI is
expected to be used to identify specific contaminants that may be present at various stages of
food processing. It is also expected to be utilized to check for purity or specific contaminants in
industrial processes.
Management: The NCFP hired former project consultant, Steve Benoit to serve as the first
Chief Operations Officer. Mr. Benoit has a history of employment in food processing and
nanotechnology. The Center leadership will be critical to its success. The Food Testing Center
of Excellence is expected to be managed by executives of a new private, for-profit company.
The Training Institute is being developed by AFDO, and will require development of a
management and staffing structure by late summer 2009. The ETA will require an executive
with a unique blend of commercial and regulatory experience. Ideal candidates will have
significant experience working in conjunction with public and private sector leaders and have a
proven record of success in developing early stage initiatives. This leader will have demonstrated
successful operating experience in complex organizations and environments; an entrepreneurial
mindset and a willingness and desire to work with entrepreneurs and foster economic
development; a deep understanding of university technology transfer and research
commercialization operating practices; strong and diverse corporate development experience;
and experience with venture capital fund formation and distribution. Candidates are being
identified and preliminary discussions are being held.
The Events Plaza:
The early plan proposed acquisition of three buildings at the corner of McCamly and Michigan
Avenue to make way for a downtown public greenspace. The arguments for this aspect are quite
compelling:
•

Implantation of more greenspace will reduce the “urban effect” which is fostered by
deflecting summer heat from buildings to asphalt, causing air conditioning to work
overtime.

•

Reduction of obsolete building space eliminates opportunities for illegal behavior,
improves the stock of existing space.

•

The new mix of downtown workers, researchers, students, and businesses afford the
opportunity for “arranged spontaneity,” that is a place where people meet, exchange
information, and possibly create new technologies.
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•

Battle Creek needs a home for its festivals and events. The current situation involves
public expenditures in closing streets, and providing safe public facilities. A site for the
festivals will afford predictability and stability in event planning.

Ultimately, the events plaza can serve the region with engaging entertainment that provides
social and economic vitality. Events can contribute to the celebration of community, blending
diverse publics in mutual understanding and enjoyment.
Moreover, the events plaza can provide opportunities to emerging young talent, i.e., “stagetime.”
Speaking of talent, the events plaza can have a direct impact on the arts, uniting the artistic
community, and showcasing local artists and entertainers.
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THE DOWNTOWN TRANSFORMATION PLAN IS VALIDATED BY THE
BARCELONA PRINCIPLES:

The Barcelona Principles are ten steps to civic reinvestment. They were formulated by
thousands of local leaders in Barcelona in March 2009. The convening of local leaders from all
over the world was founded upon the theme of local leadership, global economic crisis, and the
road to recovery.
The following are the ten principles, a brief explanation, and how the Downtown Transformation
Plan aligns.
Don’t waste the crisis, but respond with leadership and purpose.
“Crises are times to change the rules and terms of engagement for the long term.”
“Most local economies have inherited some unhelpful customs, practices, or rules which hinder
long-term performance. This crisis is a good opportunity and rationale to make changes in the
institutional and operational framework which are good for the future.” (p.81)
The Downtown Transformation Plan is premised upon the continuation of urban decline and
proposes a strategy that answers the challenge for fundamental change. The Downtown
Transformation Plan examines policing, building fitness, maintenance, code enforcement, wealth
creation, wealth attraction, and neighborhood relationships.
Make the case for continued public investment and public service and the taxes and other
sources of investment required.
“During a recession, public investment becomes even more important and less affordable that
usual.” (p.81)
The Downtown Transformation Plan proposes replacement of portions of the infrastructure that
have slipped into irrelevance, deterioration or inefficiency. The Downtown Transformation Plan
also puts focus on private sector investment as a follow up to public sector improvements.
Portions of Battle Creek especially the downtown need to be replenished with additional tax base
to lessen the burdens on the residential tax paper. It is likely that Fort Custer and the Kellogg
properties may be the only places that are revenue positive to the city and school districts.
In the long-term: build local economic strategies which align with long-term drivers and
identify future sources of jobs, enterprises, and innovation.
“Retaining and supporting firms and investment in order to keep jobs and income in the local
economy should be a central focus of local leaders in the short-term, but not to the detriment of
long-term stability.” (p.82)
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The Downtown Transformation Plan capitalizes on the globalization of food processing, the
introduction of thousands of new ingredients, and the lengthening of increasingly vulnerable
food supply chains. Proper clustering of relevant institutions exploiting the niche of food safety
is a long-term driver and a source for economic development activity.
In the short-term focus on retaining productive people, business, income, jobs, and
investment projects.
“Helping people to adjust to changing opportunities and forms of employment and housing is a
key opportunity and requirement.” (p.82)
The Downtown Transformation Plan has crafted a four part plan to address the interests of
productive people, technology-based businesses, higher income work, other jobs, and investment
projects. The improvement of education through better collaboration, through the elevation of
community assets, and through the enhancement of global skills better equips the people of the
area.
Build the tools and approaches to attract and retain external investment over the longterm.
“Making local economies attractive for reinvestment requires a clear strategy and a balance
between investment opportunities, investment readiness and investment tools.” (p.83)
The Downtown Transformation Plan contemplates Battle Creek becoming a branded center for
food safety. The cultivation of competitive advantage in food science will attract outside
investment and give the community’s strengths international name recognition.
Building genuine long-term relationships with the private sector, trade unions, and other
key partners.
“Engaging directly with private sector employers and investors is critical to understanding the
conditions they face and to encouraging their active participation in recovery. Engagement with
trade unions is essential to ensure active policies which support work and income over the longterm.” (p.84)
The Downtown Transformation Plan contemplates significantly higher levels of collaboration
with education, higher education, contract research organizations, investors and unions. The
Downtown Transformation Plan has already enjoyed a considerable level of assistance from the
Southwest Michigan Building Trades. BCU also welcomes the participation of the American
Federation of Grain Millers.
Take steps to ensure the sustainability and productivity of public works, infrastructure,
and major development/events.
“Public investments which can attract private investment, not substitute for it, should be pursued.
Local leaders are seeking to use public works to promote wider goals of innovation, energy
efficiency, and economic inclusion.” (p.84)
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The Downtown Transformation Plan contains approaches to upgrade infrastructure with new
urban materials that are environmentally friendly and energy efficient. New urban designs are
being evaluated that will promote safety, interaction, and community events. More greenspace is
needed to reduce the “urban effect” and to provide a balance with concrete structure.
The plan calls for removal of blighted, unsafe, invitations to illegal behavior and a re-use of
facilities that can be rehabilitated from their obsolete status.
The broadening of the math/science curriculum and the targeting of at-risk children through new
technology education application is a new strategy that will be employed comprehensively to try
to breach the cycle of poverty.
Local leaders should act purposefully to support their citizens in the face of increased
hardship.
“Local leaders know that, ultimately, local economies are about people who work, visit, and live
in them. Recession threatens directly the quality of life of these people and therefore the health
of the locality as a whole.” (p.85)
The Downtown Transformation Plan gives local leaders a way to be pro-active against urban
decline and the increasing impoverishment of its citizens. A recession is the right time to plant
the seeds of new investment and new institutions to help the community move forward with the
recovery.
Local economies have benefited and should continue to benefit from being open and
attractive to international populations and capital.
“It should be remembered that local economies have benefited enormously from being open and
attractive to international populations and capital, and having a distinctive appeal internationally
will be important throughout and after the crisis.” (p.85)
The Downtown Transformation Plan seeks to transplant some of the successful approaches at
Fort Custer to the downtown. Fort Custer continues to be a national model for the
accommodation of international investment.
Communicate and align with national and other higher tier governments.
“Local leaders are working in partnership with national and higher tier governments to ensure
national responses are both worthwhile and deliverable on the ground and have every
opportunity to succeed.” (p.86)
The Downtown Transformation Plan has been supported by Michigan congressional delegation
with enabling legislation having been introduced by a bipartisan coalition to support food safety.
The plan achieved the buy in of Governor Granholm and the Michigan Department of
Agriculture. The promoters of the plan are grateful for the efforts of Congressman Mark
Schauer, Senator Debbie Stabenow, and State Representative Kate Segal.
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DOWNTOWN TRANSFORMATION PROJECT – NEXT STEPS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Develop community oriented presentations to educate, to learn, to receive input, and to
gain support for the concepts.
Continue to examine the feasibility of the relocation of the Math/Science Center.
Continue to pursue the acquisition of blighted and deteriorating downtown buildings.
Explore the feasibility of establishing a historic preservation fund with the Battle Creek
Community Foundation.
Operationalize the Nielson/Claritas study for more targeted retail development.
Provide the downtown with innovative, energy efficient, and “green” friendly lighting.
Explore the creation of an events plaza along the Battle Creek River.
Work with city administration to achieve long term maintenance savings and new forms
of municipal work approaches.
Aggressively pursue governmental, private sector, and foundation funding to assist in the
financing of the downtown transformation plan .
Develop youth involvement programs in urban redesign.
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Battle Creek Area Math + Science Center
INNOVATION THROUGH INSPIRATION

BCAMSC
Executive Summary
Background

The community is embarking on a vision for the Battle Creek Area Math and Science
Center (BCAMSC). With its educational and entrepreneurial achievements, the Center
has been changing the look of math and science instruction since the first bell rang in
1991.
Nearly two decades later, the Center is painfully growing out of its current aging facility.
Both education and local economic development groups are working diligently to
find and create the best facility, so the BCAMSC can continue to grow as a center of
excellence. To date, presentations of solutions are only conceptual, but viable for the
Center’s future.
Unlike other math and science institutions around the nation, the BCAMSC serves dual
functions of an on-site high school for academically talented students and a designer
and manufacturer for science curriculum materials that have become a national model.
On an academic level, the high school program offers a rigorous curriculum and
relevant research for all students. The 9th and 10th grade curriculum focuses on
the basic tools and knowledge students need in order to make decisions on future
courses of study, and even careers. The 11th and 12th grade curriculum provides
students with the opportunity to explore specific areas of interest in greater depth.
On an entrepreneurial level, the staff at BCAMSC has taken a different look at today’s
classroom and developed science kits that meet state educational benchmarks
for Kindergarten through 7th grade. Science lessons come to life through gradeappropriate, inquiry-focused activities supported by literacy integration and meaningful
assessment. Sale of these kits to outside school districts subsidizes all other programs.
A very important element is the inter-relationship between the Kit Program and two
special education programs. The Battle Creek Public Schools STRIDE (Student
Transition Reaching Independence Directions and Employment) class is housed at the

BCAMSC

Location Address
765 Upton Avenue
Battle Creek, MI 49037

Phone: 269-965-9440
Fax: 269-965-9589

www.bcamsc.org
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Battle Creek Area Math + Science Center
INNOVATION THROUGH INSPIRATION

BCAMSC
Executive Summary
Background
continues

Center so the students can work and assemble the kits. This is a win-win relationship
that allows students to gain skills that may transfer into future opportunities, such as
manufacturing. Additionally, the Kit Program benefits severely handicapped students
who are part of a program that challenges them with hands-on activities to assemble
kits.
The BCAMSC has embraced the challenge of educating our youth, and more
importantly, inspiring them. With a new, strategically located facility near downtown
Battle Creek, the Center has unlimited opportunities on many fronts: improve
laboratory spaces, upgrade equipment, provide high school scientific internships,
collaborate with local employers in food safety and protection research, upgrade the
Kit Manufacturing Center for better work flow and production, expand opportunities
for special education students to build vocational skills, and showcase the Center’s
programs to future and existing residents who want the best education for their
children.
The community is on the brink of finding the optimal location to expand the math and
science curriculum, increase the educational kit manufacturing, and grow closer to the
area’s scientific employers. With community understanding and support, the Center
will embrace this fortunate opportunity to educate our youth, and more importantly,
inspire them.

Timeline of
Change

Most of the community drive to relocate the BCAMSC has occurred in the current year.
Education, city and economic development groups have been working cooperatively
to give the Center an opportunity to excel at a higher level. Unlike other U.S. cities,
Battle Creek is uniquely positioned to give its students a world-class facility to learn,
work and grow for their futures.
Here’s a look at key milestones that have brought us to this point.

BCAMSC

Location Address
765 Upton Avenue
Battle Creek, MI 49037

Phone: 269-965-9440
Fax: 269-965-9589

www.bcamsc.org
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Battle Creek Area Math + Science Center
INNOVATION THROUGH INSPIRATION

BCAMSC
Executive Summary
Timeline of
Change

March 2006
BCAMSC Policy Advisory Committee
agrees to explore possibilities.

January 2009
Battle Creek Unlimited presents to
Battle Creek Public School Board
about downtown development and
gets approval to develop education
specifications

February 2009
Launch of education specification and
visioning exercises

May & June 2009
Launch of technology planning
and specifications for architectural
conceptual design

August 2009
Cost analysis review and final
conceptual design conducted

September 2009
Presentation of all BCAMSC
education, facility and cost concepts
to Battle Creek Public School Board

BCAMSC

Location Address
765 Upton Avenue
Battle Creek, MI 49037

Phone: 269-965-9440
Fax: 269-965-9589
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Battle Creek Area Math + Science Center
INNOVATION THROUGH INSPIRATION

BCAMSC
Executive Summary
Education
Specifications

Once the community identified a need to grow, the first task was to define the new
Center’s education specifications. In a centrally located facility, the Center can increase
its enrollment and build on its mission with these critical elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Foster improved mathematics, science and technology instruction to all
students in grades K-12.
Provide accelerated enrichment instruction to talented 9th through 12th
graders from 16 area schools.
Provide quality professional staff development for area K-12 educators.
Build lasting partnerships with area businesses and industries.
Build an efficient manufacturing center that will allow the Center to grow as a
profitable developer and manufacturer of science kits for the 16 area schools,
as well as hundreds of other nationwide school districts that want to learn
from the Center’s innovative thinking.
Continue its Outreach Programs with a focus on under-performing schools
and vulnerable children.

In the early part of 2009, the Battle Creek Public Schools retained the KBD Planning
Group, Inc. to lead a Visioning Process and the development of educational
specifications for the BCAMSC. The charge to this team was to lead faculty, staff,
Policy Advisory Committee members, students, parents and the community through
a visioning process that would result in a new stimulating, successful and productive
learning environment.
Planning sessions were held over a period of several months. Strengths and limitations
were identified through a series of presentations, interactive exercises, and small and
large group work sessions. While the Center’s strengths are well-known, the limitations
are what caught the attention with this in-depth analysis.
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Battle Creek Area Math + Science Center
INNOVATION THROUGH INSPIRATION

BCAMSC
Executive Summary
Education
Specifications
continues

The close examination revealed several limitations to maintaining or growing the
Center.
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Adequate space is the number one deterrent to improving and expanding
programs.
The science labs are outdated.
Science lab equipment and layout are not conducive to today’s teaching and
learning. Currently, the Center is far from ready for tomorrow’s teaching and
learning.
Additional programs cannot be offered due to space limitations.
Support spaces are not available.
Up-to-date technology tools are not available to faculty and students.
The manufacturing center lacks space to improve efficiency, expand or
increase its production.

The BCAMSC is not a typical high school science laboratory environment. The
academic program comes closer to what is found at the higher education level, with
much more emphasis on research. While there is some amount of lecture, greater
emphasis is placed on research.
Institutions, such as the BCAMSC, are increasingly judged by the quality of their
programs and facilities in which programs are delivered. What might have been
cutting-edge a decade ago is now standard issue for today’s science facilities.
Student exposure to hands-on scientific learning has grown dramatically where there
is more lab time for all of the major disciplines. The integration of student computers
for reporting and synthesizing data has adjusted laboratory layouts and increased the
need for power and data connections at individual lab stations.
A growth in specialization has been driven in part by the special interests of industry
and foundations. While they share many basic similarities, today’s math and science
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Executive Summary
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Specifications
continues

facilities are distinctive and designed to complement their surroundings. Some are
signature buildings. Some are exceptionally green. And some are clever renovations.
All are memorable.
The group concluded that if the Math + Science Center is to maintain its current
status and grow, it must commit to its vision. It requires additional space, enhanced
equipment and technology tools.
Unlike other communities, Battle Creek has a fortunate and unique opportunity to
invest and grow for the area’s children.

Technology Plan

Once the architects had completed the conceptual building design layout, KBD
Planning Group, Inc. took that concept and developed a conceptual design and
budget estimate for technology. A great deal of information regarding technology
requirements was generated during the Visioning and Educational Specifications
process. Additionally, KBD met with personnel at the Math & Science Center to focus
exclusively on refining requirements and needs for technology.
The technology estimate, based upon the conceptual design and included in the
conceptual cost estimate, includes:
1.

Wiring Infrastructure -- This includes fiber and copper wire, a building-wide
Wireless system and fiber to connect the Math & Science Center to the BCPS
district wide head-end located at Battle Creek Central High School. This will
allow the Math & Science Center to benefit from the investment in technology
that was made through the most recent district bond referendum.

2.

Data Networking -- A high-speed fiber optic data networking system that
includes all switches and servers.
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3.

Communications System -- This includes an IP voice communications
system, voice mail, intercom, paging and clocks.

4.

Streaming Video -- The Streaming Video System (SVS) will consist of
hardware and software products designed to enable end users to access,
retrieve and control audio/video information, on demand or on schedule, over
a network within the building. As a result, virtually any program on any media
(analog or digital) will be made available to any station, area or room via the
data network.

Included are:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
5.

Interactive Electronic Whiteboards with projectors
Wireless Airslates for teachers
Document cameras for teachers
Mobile video projection cart
Holo screens & projectors for commons areas
Teacher sound amplification system
Classroom LCD monitors,
Classroom control panels
Life-size IP video conferencing for each classroom
Computers for each computer lab, plus a desktop computer for each
instructional area and printers.
A student response system for each classroom

Surveillance Cameras and Building Security Access -- Internal video cameras
will be located at key locations on the interior of the building. External
cameras will cover all entry points as well as parking lots. Additionally,
there will be entry keypads, motion detectors and other security access
components.

This solution is based upon a total turn-key solution to the owner.
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The next step in the process involved a look at prospective sites where the BCAMSC
could be relocated. Battle Creek Public School and Battle Creek Unlimited hired
TowerPinkster to complete facility assessments and determine the best conceptual
option.
In June 2009, a team of architects, landscape architects and engineers toured four
sites and facilities to assess their viability for the Math + Science Center. They utilized
a qualitative and quantitative format that allows facilities to be graded and compared
equally.
These are the four sites and their assessments:
1.
2.
3.
4.

765 Upton Avenue, Battle Creek (Present BCAMSC)
171 W. Michigan Avenue, Battle Creek (Former Cereal City)
390 S. Washington Street, Battle Creek (Old Southwestern Academy)
155 Van Buren Street, Battle Creek (Battle Creek Enquirer Building)

After studying the opportunities, TowerPinkster recommended to pursue the former
Cereal City as the new Center. When compared to the other buildings, the former
Cereal City is an average of 53 years newer, meaning it has an average of 53 more
years of useful life than any of the other prospects.
Since the building was built in 1998, it still meets most of the codes that any school
must design to today, which will save significantly on renovation costs. Implementing
educational specifications would be at least 15% less expensive in the former Cereal
City building as it would be on the present Center site.
In the long run, this location will also prove to be the least expensive to operate. This
is primarily due to the existing wall insulation, double-pane windows and higher
efficiency mechanical system.
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Conceptual
Renderings

With regard to the site, many outdoor learning opportunities already exist. The
adjacent river, pedestrian bridges, plaza and interactive exhibits would be an
intellectual playground for students and constituents. This building truly offers a unique
and wonderful opportunity for a world class learning facility.

Exterior Rendering
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Site Plan

Interior Rendering
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1st Floor Plan

2nd Floor Plan
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3rd Floor Plan

Conceptual drawings.
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Once the former Cereal City Building was selected as a conceptual finalist, the Battle
Creek Public Schools and Battle Creek Unlimited brought in construction specialists to
provide an estimated cost for the building’s additions and renovations.
The project consists of several components:
•
•

•

Renovating the former Cereal City Building into the new Center.
Facility additions, as well as renovations to the existing facility. The additions
include a new manufacturing center, connecting bridge, second and third
floor classrooms and laboratories, and related support space.
Renovations to the existing building include build-out of shell space into new
classrooms with related support space.

The first floor additions include a 28,300 square foot manufacturing center, which will
house manufacturing and space for the kits. The manufacturing center will contain
bulk paper storage, printing shop, office space, outreach office, and material storage.
A vestibule will be built at the front of the existing building to serve as the new main
building entrance. A concrete filled, metal pan stair tower will be constructed at the
front of the building, as well.
The first floor renovations include a circulation lobby, reception area, engineering suite,
outreach classroom and training space, tiered computer lab, public restroom and
miscellaneous spaces, such as maintenance and facility management rooms.
The second floor additions include a manufacturing center bridge, which connects the
existing building to the new manufacturing center. Other additions include a new suite
of biology rooms and laboratories.
The second floor renovations include circulation space, chemistry rooms and math
rooms.
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The third floor additions include circulation space, physic rooms, math rooms and
mechanical rooms.
The third floor renovations include circulation, general computer labs and a
mechanical room.
The conceptual estimate (including improvements, soft costs and contingencies) is
$18.8 million. Based upon the current understanding of the project, the renovation of
the former Cereal City facility into the new BCAMSC could begin as early as the third
quarter of 2010.
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TIMELINE

Battle Creek Area Mathematics and Science Center
Program Review

2006
MARCH

Battle Creek Area Mathematics and Science Center (BCAMSC) Policy Advisory Committee agrees to
exploration of BCAMSC Program Review

JUNE

Possible architectural plans shared with BCAMSC Policy Advisory Committee

2009
JANUARY
12

Battle Creek Unlimited presentation to Battle Creek Public Schools Board of Education about downtown
development and Board of Education approval to proceed with development of educational specifications

13

Program review of BCAMSC discussed with Center Policy Advisory Committee president

15

Invitation to BCAMSC Policy Advisory Committee members to participate in February 9/10
Discussion/Visioning or any other sub-committees. Request to meet with Educator’s Task Force

26

Presentation to staff at Battle Creek Area Mathematics and Science Center by Connie Duncan

29

Collaboration Meeting with representatives of Battle Creek Public Schools, Tower Pinkster, KBD Planning
Inc., and Kellogg’s

FEBRUARY
9

Visioning Meeting at Battle Creek Area Mathematics and Science Center conducted by KBD Planning,
Inc.:
•

9

Special Board of Education Meeting to review information about BCAMSC

Visioning Meetings at Battle Creek Area Mathematics and Science Center conducted by KBD Planning,
Inc.:

•

Updated April 8, 2009

Staff and Board Members Battle Creek Area Mathematics and Science Center

6:30 p.m. Board Room, Battle Creek Public Schools

•
10

8 a.m. – 4 p.m.

2-3:45 p.m.
Cindy Ruble, Superintendent Lakeview School District; Dave Campbell,
Superintendent Olivet School District; Suzanne Devyak, Kellogg Company; Charles Coleman,
Superintendent Battle Creek Public Schools; and Kathy Grosso, Principal, Battle Creek Catholic
Schools
Page 1
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•

4-7 p.m. Staff and Board Members at Battle Creek Area Mathematics and Science Center

11

6:00 p.m. – 7:30 p.m. at BCAMSC - Open Public Input Meeting to discuss visioning with KBD Planning,
Inc.

13

Discussion/Sharing at Calhoun Intermediate School District Superintendent meeting – postponed

18

Visitation of Mesa Bioscience High School and Mesa Science Material Center

26

Visioning follow up meetings with staff at Battle Creek Area Mathematics and Science Center conducted
by KBD Planning, Inc.
•

26

Individually scheduled

Time TBD - Meet with the Board Members – postponed

MARCH
5

Sharing/discussion with Educator’s Task Force - postponed

10

11:30 a.m. at Battle Creek Area Mathematics Science Center - KBD Planning, Inc. conducts visioning
update with Battle Creek Area Mathematics and Science Center Policy Advisory Committee during regular
meeting – Board Members welcome to attend
6:30 p.m. at Battle Creek Area Mathematics Science Center - KBD Planning, Inc. conducts visioning
update with BCAMSC high School Program parents

11

9:00 a.m.

Collaboration meeting between Battle Creek Unlimited and Battle Creek Public Schools

15

Deadline for KBD Planning, Inc. to gather visioning information

19

Sharing/discussion with Educator’s Task Force

20

Sharing with Calhoun Intermediate School District Superintendent (ABCs) Meeting

25

Visitation of New London High School, Connecticut

30

Draft of Educational Specification completed by KBD Planning, Inc.

31

Visitation of Philip Exeter High School, Exeter, NH

14

5:30 p.m. Special Board of Education Meeting: Update about BCAMSC

APRIL

- KBD Planning, Inc.; Jim Hettinger; Connie Duncan; Kathy Griffey
15

KBD - Visioning with BCAMSC High School students

17

Deadline for completion of Educational Specification by KBD Planning, Inc.

Updated April 8, 2009
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23
MAY
TBD

Schematic Design completed by Tower Pinkster

TBD

(Tentative) Open Public Input Meeting, 6:00 p.m. at Battle Creek Area Mathematics and Science Center

TBD

(Tentative) Open Public Input Meeting, 6:00 p.m. at Battle Creek Area Mathematics and Science Center

FALL

TBD

If project moves forward, projected bids out

FALL

TBD

If project moves forward, projected completion date

2011

Updated April 8, 2009
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Battle Creek Public Schools
Talking Points

Premises:

Nothing has been decided. We are in a discovery
process that must identify the cost of relocation, the
costs of ongoing operations, the sustainability, and the
affordabiliy of the project.

Battle Creek Area Mathematics and
Science Center
PROGRAM REVIEW
Vision: Calhoun County will become a world renowned
food science safety research center
The role of the Center in achieving the vision is…

Establish the Center as a signature community
asset bearing testimony to the value of education
in the City of Battle Creek
Increase career opportunities for students in Food
Science
Increase business and education partnerships
Increase visibility to visitors, families, and
companies considering location in Battle Creek
and in Calhoun County
Increase services to K‐12 schools for Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics
(STEM) education in multiple ways

The higher the level of educational attainment in a
community, the higher the level of compensation in that
community. The reverse of this premise is true as well.
The higher the educational attainment levels in Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) education,
the higher the compensation levels for the successful
students.
The Goals: Education

Enhance curricula to offer the best education in science,
technology, engineering, and math (STEM) education
Foster talent development, retention, and attraction by
offering relevant STEM education
Provide K‐12 Calhoun County students with the latest in
technological delivery of STEM education
Strengthen all Calhoun County school districts in STEM
education

Continue the feasibility study. Focus on
construction, operational, and sustainability costs.
The Goals: Community

Equip Calhoun County students with STEM
education that will enable them to flourish in the
global economy.
Reduce income disparities and promote racial
equity
Break poverty cycles and rescue the “at‐risk”
through the nontraditional delivery of STEM
education
Enhance Springfield by the placement of new
programs in the building.
Retain young people through better connections
to local employers and higher education
Meet the increased costs of education through
collaborative approaches to STEM instruction.
Next Steps:

Produce a presentation that details the current
situation
Seek the input of any and all groups across Battle
Creek with a special emphasis on youth groups.

Implement legislation that would foster a center
of excellence approach and would reward schools
for participating in the M/S Center.

Youth ARTS
Battle Creek Gateway Design
Public ART ~ Individual Pride
“Young people who are involved in making something beautiful today are less likely to
turn to acts of violence and destruction tomorrow. The arts…provide opportunities for
youth from all backgrounds to do something positive and creative with their talents and
their time. We all need to support the arts. In doing so, we are telling America’s youth that
we believe in them and value what they can be.”
~ Janet Reno, Attorney General, U.S. Department of Justice

The Arts and Industry Council, formerly the United Arts Council of Calhoun County is committed
to growing the Arts and creative industry, advocating for art and arts education, facilitating a
regional Arts network, and engaging youth in the Arts.
Research shows that an education in the Arts can spark intelligence, boost academic
achievement, assist in the development of workplace skills, promote discipline and good
citizenship and enhance one’s self-esteem and tolerance of others. For children to develop their
abilities and realize their fullest potential, they need to be exposed to many ways of knowing their
world and expressing their thoughts. If the artistic side of their education is neglected or ignored
in school instruction, then a primary growth opportunity is missed. In recognizing the value of the
Arts in relation to youth development the AIC has begun the early stages of crafting an outcomesbased programming model to engage youth throughout Calhoun County. The gateway project will
be segue to future youth arts initiatives. Programs and presentations in the future will include
music, theater, dance, visual and literary arts.
Currently the AIC, in collaboration with Battle Creek Unlimited and Cutler Enterprises, will
facilitate and manage a youth art competition for the gateway design project. The project “Battle
Creek Gateway Design Competition” is part of the larger downtown revitalization initiative. The
design competition is open to all students in Calhoun County. The winners of this art competition
will have their art conceptually replicated by a local metal fabricator into a metal artwork that will
be installed (welded) to the new artistic arches on the M-66 corridor coming into Battle Creek.
Students will also receive scholarship awards to further their Arts education. AIC will host a public
exhibit and presentation for the winning students. Reliant upon the number of submissions the
AIC will determine as to whether all or some submissions can realistically be exhibited. Our goal
to date would certainly be to exhibit all entries if possible.
Historically, arts education was often considered an “extra” in our schools – stand-alone
subject that would give students some cultural appreciation and an opportunity to
experiment with paint, movement or musical instruments. During the last decade of the
twentieth century, there arose a broader view of arts education. Research began to
validate what educators had long suspected: that an arts education contributes
significantly to a student’s development.
An arts education helps young people:

• Expand their creative and critical capacities
• Enhance problem-solving skills
• Increase cross-cultural understanding
• Build self-esteem
• Gain skills useful in today’s workplace
“Workers must be equipped not simply with technical know-how but also with the ability
to create, analyze, and transform information and to interact effectively with others.”
~ Alan Greenspan, Chairman of The Federal Reserve Board. National Skills Summit
In this age of rapidly advancing technology, business executives seek employees with
imagination and creativity, talents fostered through arts education. As Stephanie B. Perrin, head
of a school in Natick, MA devoted to excellence in the arts and academics states, a technological
and international postmodern culture requires workers who are imaginative and critical thinkers,
able to work effectively on their own or with others. These workers need to be able to function in
changing ambiguous situations, to envision new realities, provide solutions to problems and act
with confidence on their ideas.
The Arts and Industry Council will continue to engage youth and advocate for Arts education. The
mounting evidence of the critical importance of art in youth development and future workforce is
impressive. It behooves all communities to consider their investment in education and the Arts for
our youth.
“The arts are not a frill. The arts are a response to our individuality and our nature, and
help to shape our identity. What is there that can transcend deep differences and stubborn
divisions? The arts. They have a wonderful universality. Art has the potential to unify. It
can speak in many languages without a translator. The arts do not discriminate. The arts
can lift us up.”
~ Former Texas Congresswoman Barbara Jordan

